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�etals
In the Heart of the Earth

Petra Paoli
Illustrations by Marco Sandreschi
DISCOVER THE ENCHANTING
WORLD OF METALS

TEMPORARY COVER

market

. children (7+) and their families
. schools
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + historic overview & myths
and legends
. newest metals included

book

A large glowing sphere fell from the sky, causing a
tremendous roar. Dust and debris formed a cloud that
made the air thick. The men who heard and saw the event
overcame their fear and approached, making contact with
an enormous meteorite composed of iron, in its purest
form. They certainly could not have known then that the
same material, along with many other metals, was well
enshrined in the rocks underground of our planet, nor
that the core of the Earth itself was formed from an alloy
of iron and nickel...

size

22.5 × 27.5 cm

extent
format

88 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non fiction

RIGHTS SOLD: S. CHINESE

Precious or common, magical or useful, sacred or of everyday use,
metals have accompanied us throughout history to the present
day. But it took a long time for men to develop the knowledge and
technology needed to extract metals from ores, and to process them,
allowing civilisation to progress and evolve.
This book tells about the most important metals, their history,
characteristics, uses and properties.
From ancient to modern metals, passing through the precious metals
and arriving to future ones: a journey to the heart of the Earth.
After a general introduction on metals, the periodic element’s table,
and metallurgy, each metal is presented with a short “identity card”
and is then told enlighting its origins, uses, related technologies and
geoghraphy, its history and future.
Metals included: COPPER – BRONZE - IRON – GOLD – SILVER
– TUNGSTEN - ALUMINIUM – STEEL – COLTAN – COBALT LITHIUM - RARE EARTHS
A short chapter on environmental and working risks concludes the
book.

MITO DI EfESTO
Efesto, dio del fuoco e della metallurgia,
era il figlio di Zeus e di Era. Nacque
deforme e di una bruttezza tale che la
madre vedendolo se ne vergognò tanto da
scaraventarlo giù dall’Olimpo. Cadde per
molti giorni e molte notti, fino a quando,
giunto all’oceano, fu raccolto e accudito
da Teti e Eurinone. Le due Nereidi lo
allevarono amorevolmente e gli misero a
disposizione una caverna che lui trasformò
in una fucina ed imparò il mestiere di
fabbro. La sua grandiosa abilità manuale
gli permetteva di creare monili di una
bellezza stupefacente ed oggetti dai poteri
magici. Quando la madre ne scoprì il
talento lo volle nuovamente tra gli dei
dell’Olimpo e lui, desideroso di vendetta,
le costruì un meraviglioso trono d’oro.
Non appena vi si fu seduta, ne rimase
imprigionata. Nulla poterono gli dei, che
pregarono Efesto di liberare Era, per fare
cessare le sue grida. Lui acconsentì solo a
patto di ricevere in moglie Afrodite, la dea
della bellezza. Inutile dire quanto lei fosse
infelice di questo matrimonio e presto si
innamorò di Ares, dio della guerra. Efesto
scoprì il tradimento della sua sposa e si
sentì accecato dalla rabbia: costruì una
rete di metallo con la quale li imprigionò
i due amanti al letto e li mostrò, a tutti
gli dei dell’Olimpo, facendosi scherno
di loro. Da allora visse nelle viscere del
vulcano Etna, dove lavorò incessantemente
insieme ai ciclopi, suoi aiutanti e a dei
robot dalle sembianze umane, che lui stesso
fabbricò. Alla sua maestria si devono le
armi invincibili dei più valorosi guerrieri,
i gioielli raffinati e le decorazioni delle
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�ometario
Catalogue of Great Comets

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella
A JOURNEY THROUGH
THE NIGHT SKY AND
THE GREAT COMETS

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery
. astronomy and stars lovers

With their luminous trails they cross the space and the curiosity of
human beings since ancient times. Bringers of misfortune, warning
signals or astronomical phenomena to investigate? The periodic
and fleeting appearance of comets accompanies the evolution
of civilizations, refines the tools of astronomy, inspires artistic,
musical and poetic works that, as fixed stars, paint and direct the
imagination of a historical era.

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. also a romantic guide to comet stars perfect
for playful use and fantasy empowering games
. Great Comets specific
. best seller series

size

22 x 29 cm

extent

80 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction

RIGHTS SOLD: S. CHINESE
OPTION PUBLISHERS: FR - KO

Follow the sightings of comets to know how to recognize and
distinguish them: a journey through space and time to understand
the profound relationship between man and sky, a journey that will
lead the reader to discover the Great Comets that have illuminated
ancient and contemporary skies, through the watchful eye of
astronomers, artists and thinkers.

Ondario
The movements of the sea

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella
THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF WAVES

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery
. sea lovers

The movement of the seas is constant and, at first sight, it is
indefinite. But in the story of meteorology there are people who
have faced the impossible: classifying waves, recognizing currents,
studying tides. The wave motion is the driving force that raises
the ingenuousness of navigators and meteorologists, but also the
creativity of artists who classify waves and have carried out works
of unfathomable depth.

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. Douglas waves calssification
. also a romantic guide to sea perfect for playful
use and fantasy empowering games
. best seller series

size

22 x 29 cm

extent

80 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction

RIGHTS SOLD: KO - S. CHINESE
OPTION PUBLISHERS: FR

From the mechanisms that control the movements of the sea to the
steps of the state of the sea of the Douglas scale, focusing on novels
and architectural projects, graphic novels and music: because
moderate waters have always crashed into our imagination.

�uvolario
Clouds Atlas

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella
THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF CLOUDS

book

market

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. complete clouds calssification
. also a romantic guide to sky perfect
for playful use and fantasy empowering
games
. best seller series

size

22 x 29 cm

extent

80 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction

RIGHTS SOLD:
FR - KO - S. CHINESE

What cloud could it be, this one passing over your head right now?
Yes, even clouds have their own names and belong to categories...
When you look at a cloud, what comes to your mind?
This book takes you into the wonderful world of the sky. A
nose-up journey to discover scientific facts about clouds, their
nature, composition and classification; but also the many ways in
which they have always been able to fascinate humanity becoming
protagonists of art, photography, literature, music...Thanks to this
book you can fantasize, play or relax looking at the sky, but also learn
to identify and classify the clouds to understand their signals and
foresee, like meteorologists, the arrival of rains, thunderstorms...
or clear skies!
ANDERSEN PRIZE 2021 - SHORTLISTED, popularization category

�entario
The wind rose

Sarah Zambello,
Susy Zanella

TEMPORARY COVER

THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED ATLAS
TO DISCOVER THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF WIND

FALL 2023

market

book

. children (7+) and their families
. people looking for special and arty books
. nature lovers and curious observers
. passionate of science and discovery
. meteorology lovers

Light breezes, overwhelming gusts of wind, soft strokes or icy
forces: the wind is a breath that infuses life into seas, fields and
tree-lined avenues. Navigation and sport depend on winds but also
the town planning of metropolis and agricultural cultivations. The
relationship between winds and the mankind has deep origins in
the mythology and it is based on spatial orientation, compasses and
weathercocks. This is how the mankind begins to know winds: he
distinguishes them, he learns to recognise them and finally he calls
them by name.

key selling points

. stunning illustrations
. scientific facts + curiosities/fun facts
. The wind rose wind calssification
. also a romantic guide to wind perfect for
playful use and fantasy empowering games
. best seller series

size

From the causes that originate the wind motion to the distinction
made by the wind rose: a journey to make good progress through
works of art, ancient legends and scientific curiosities to get to
know the air that breathes over our heads every day, to continue
our daily journey with it.

22 x 29 cm

extent

80 pages

format

hardback

Venti: una questione di pressione...
ARIA FRESCA
O SECCA

sereno

illustrations

pioggia

Full-color illustrations

L’aria, però, non ha sempre lo stesso peso. Ci sono tre fattori che ne determinano
la pressione:
la quota: la pressione atmosferica diminuisce con l’aumento
dell’altitudine;
l’umidità: l’aria umida è più leggera dell’aria secca. Questo poiché le
molecole d’acqua contenute nel vapore acqueo pesano meno rispetto alle
molecole d’aria, e quindi tendono a salire (hai presente il movimento del fumo di
una pentola d’acqua bollente?);

throughout
category

Quante volte ti è capitato di sentire l’espressione: “leggero come l’aria”? Certo,
l’atmosfera che ci circonda è invisibile, impalpabile e insapore, ma le sue
caratteristiche non escludono la possibilità che l’aria abbia un peso. Ed è proprio
così: anche l’aria è soggetta alla forza di attrazione gravitazionale terrestre. Il
peso (o meglio: la forza) delle particelle d’aria sulla superficie terrestre prende il
nome di pressione atmosferica.

la temperatura: quando le molecole d’aria si scaldano, iniziano a muoversi
più velocemente, si dilatano e tendono a salire. Al contrario, quando una massa
d’aria si raffredda, le sue molecole rallentano il loro movimento e tendono ad
avvicinarsi le une alle altre. Le masse d’aria fredda risultano dunque più dense e
pesanti (alta pressione) rispetto alle masse d’aria calda, più rarefatte e leggere
(bassa pressione).

Non-fiction

Il vento si forma quando due masse d’aria di pressione diversa si incontrano: per
il principio di diffusione le particelle d’aria tendono ad allontanarsi dal punto di
alta pressione e ad avvicinarsi alla zona di bassa pressione.
Questo movimento si chiama…vento!

RIGHTS SOLD: S. CHINESE
OPTION PUBLISHERS: FR - KO

ARIA CALDA
O OMIDA

Capire se una certa zona è soggetta ad alta o bassa pressione
permette ai meteorologi di prevedere le evoluzioni dei venti
e delle condizioni meteo. Il barometro è lo strumento
che misura la pressione atmosferica. Se la lancetta del
barometro segna un valore inferiore a 1013 ettopascal
(hPa) ci troviamo in una zona di bassa pressione; al
contrario, se il valore indicato sul quadrante supera i 1013
hPa, sopra di noi l’aria sta esercitando alta pressione.

�p in the blue
From the surface to
the stratosphere:
a browsable flying journey

Gianumberto Accinelli,
Giulia Zaffaroni
A FLYING EXPERIENCE IN A BOOK:
JUST PUT ON YOUR IMAGINATION'S
WINGS, AND KEEP MAGNIFYING
GLASS OF SCIENCE IN YOUR
BACKPACKS!

market

book

. Nature lovers
. Animal lovers
. Curious and passionate of knowing
strange facts and curiosities
. Lovers of science
. Children, teachers and anybody involved
in educational activities
. People caring for our planet and evnviroment

From the troposphere - which we humans share with animals,
plants, fungi and bacteria - to the universe: what is there in the
gaseous environment above us?
A varied and amazing world of organisms equipped with wings,
sails, parachutes and many other structures to keep them suspended
in the blue. Impetuous winds, floating clouds, a constellation of
animals and plants and, above all, many, many surprises.
After the great success of Down in the blue, Gianumberto Accinelli
and Giulia Zaffaroni tell here the stories of these living beings and
how they managed to get close to that universe made of stars and
galaxies, with an incredible diameter of 13.7 billion light years.
A book to be leafed through vertically (from the bottom to the
top!) in order to go upwards, higher and higher, orienting yourself
- uniquely thanks to the altimetric scale shown on each page among white storks and dandelion seeds, among cumulunembi and
Florentine steaks. A journey to discover everything from our feet
to space, with the wings of imagination and the magnifying glass of
science in the backpack.

key selling points

. Metric altitude scale along each page
. Vertical browsing
. Captivating and clear narration
. Wonderful illustrations
. Colour journey during the flight: page after
page between day and nigth, earth and space
creatures

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback (vertical binding)

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / sky / nature

enviroment
wordcount

8.5 k words

RIGHTS SOLD: KO
OPTION PUBLISHERS: DE - FR- NL - CZ
S. CHINESE - HU

�own in the blue
From the surface to the abyss:
a browsable underwater journey

Gianumberto Accinelli,
Giulia Zaffaroni
A DIVING EXPERIENCE IN A BOOK:
NOW JUST CLOSE YOUR MOUTH,
HOLD YOUR BREATH AND IMMERSE
YOURSELF IN THE WONDER

market

. Sea and ocean lovers
. Animal lovers
. Curious and passionate of knowing
strange facts and curiosities
. Lovers of science
. Children, teachers and anybody involved
in educational activities
. People caring for our planet and evnviroment

key selling points

. Metric depth scale along each page
. Vertical browsing
. Captivating and clear narration
. Wonderful illustrations
. Light blue to dark black colour
scale through pages
. Colour journey during the deep sea diving:
page after page from light blue to dark black

size

22 x 29 cm

extent
format

80 pages
hardback (vertical binding)

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / sea / nature

enviroment
wordcount

8.5 k words

RIGHTS SOLD:
DE - FR- NL - CZ - KO - HU
S. CHINESE

book

A book about the sea unlike any other, starting with its VERTICAL
format, for a reading experience unlike any other: a real deep dive,
going down, down, down... page after page. To peek at marine life
at various levels, of course, but also to experience an extraordinary
enchantment as you go through the mystery of thousands of possible
shades of blue, or the complete absence of light. From the crystal
light blue of the surface to deep black: what have we found in the
sea and its depths? An ocean of bizarre creatures and a world of
wonders that we have collected, drawn and described in this book.
An absolutely free selection of species told without encyclopaedic
pretension, deliberately chosen instead, with their respective
peculiarities, to punctuate the underwater descent. So it should come
as no surprise to meet the first Polar Bear (yes, that's right!) or to
come across vast uninhabited spaces: Umberto Accinelli signs an
unexpected book on the interconnection of living organisms, with a
powerful ecological message to remind us that if we preserve the blue
of the sea, we also preserve the green of the meadow and the blue of the sky.

�umpkin, Bone
and Fur
Don't scare anyone

Davide Calì
Stefano Martinuz
A FUNNY
AND VIVID
MONSTERS'
STORY

market

book

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge of children
. Halloween and monsters lovers
. people looking for funny books
. Davide Calì’s stories and style lovers

Bone, Pumpkin, Fur (and Rag!) are very scary monsters and each of
them has a particular specialty: but how come no one seems to be
afraid of them tonight?
The city is full of monsters... but they're fake monsters!
What can they do then, to succeed in scaring the world out there?
This funny Halloween story, in the unmistakable narrative style
of Davide Calì (multi-talented and multi-awarded author), will
immediately make readers fall in love with its three (actually, four!)
very likeable protagonists and their adventures.
The book is the first in a series.

key selling points

. Davide Calì is an international bestselling
and awarded author, published by more
than 30 publishers worldwide
. colorful and vibrant illustrations
. Four irresistible protagonists
. first in a series
. a funny story suitable for youngest children
. original EN and FR written texts available
(needs editing only)

size

21 x 27 cm

extent
format

32 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / Halloween

wordcount

360 words

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

�umpkin, Bone
and Fur
Giorgio, shy monster

Davide Calì
Stefano Martinuz
SECOND BOOK IN THE MOST
HILARIOUS MONSTERS’ SERIES

FALL 2023

market

book

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge of children
. monsters lovers
. people looking for funny books
. Davide Calì’s stories and style lovers

Giorgio is a shy monster. In fact, very shy.
Just look at him and he turns red.
If he meets someone he knows, he turns red.
When he plays with others, he turns red.
If they call his name...
GIORGIO!
... he turns red.

key selling points

. Davide Calì is an international bestselling and
awarded author, published by more than 30
publishers worldwide
. colorful and vibrant illustrations
. irresistible protagonists to fall in love with
. second in a series
. a funny story suitable for youngest children
. original EN and FR written texts available
(needs editing only)
. shyness is a common feeling among children

size

21 x 27 cm

extent
format

32 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Fiction / funny monsters

wordcount

400 words

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

In this new adventure, our super special monsters meet their friend
Giorgio. But, with everyone else otutside there, Giorgio is REALLY
really shy: so they try to help him overcoming his fear with their
usual wit and set of strange proposals. Unfortunately, nothing
seems to properly work. Until…
A light and hilarious story that approaches a very common feeling,
and shows the reader that overcoming our fear is always possible.
Colorful illustrations by Stefano Martinuz give an unmistakable
twist to each character and funny situation imagined by Davide
Calì.

B for brain
Neuroscience for curious readers

Marcello Turconi
Allegra Agliardi
A BOOK TO DISCOVER
THE FASCINATING WORLD
OF OUR BRAIN

market

book

. chidren and their families
. teachers and everybody in charge
of children
. students, passionates of sciences
and human body

Perhaps not everyone knows that there is a priceless treasure
hidden inside the head of each of us... In fact, right inside the head
(under the hair, the skin and the bones that form the skull) there is
an organ little bigger than a large orange, but which is extremely
important, indeed it is undoubtedly the most important organ in
our entire body: we are talking about the brain!

key selling points

A journey to discover this fascinating and fundamental organ of
the human body, responsible for everything that happens to us:
from movement to sensory perceptions, from emotions to social
relations, from memory to learning...
Thanks to Allegra Agliardi's extraordinary illustrations and
Marcello Turconi’s simple and amusing language, the book
brings to life a surprising "city" to explore, with its inhabitants,
its structures and its functioning.

. very special illustrations
. easy and fascinating representation
of scientific facts and human body
. simple and entertaining language
. small quizzes and questions for the reader
. reknown illustrator published allover the
world

PICCOLO GALILEO PRIZE 2022 - SHORTLISTED, junior category
THE WHITE RAVENS 2022 - SELECTED
size

23 x 27 cm

extent
format

48 pages
hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction / Science / Human

body
wordcount

5.8 k words

RIGHTS SOLD:
S. CHINESE – RO – KO - PT

�laying with sounds
Music, nature and creative
recycling: learn how to play
and build your instruments

Antonio Testa

book

market

. children (7+) and their families
. teachers and people involved in activities
with children and young people
. music and sustainability lovers
. people looking for different activities to share
with young people and groups

key selling points

. original learning method
. 60 instruments to build at home and to play
. creative recycling of natural and everyday
use objects
. games, tales and theatrical dramatizations cues
. first approach to music and sounds world
. multidisciplinary activities / armonic
development of personality and abilities

size

18,5 x 21,5 cm

extent
format

168 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Non-fiction/activity

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

This is an updated new edition of the book published in 2000
for BMG Ricordi and owes its title to the homonymous method
by Antonio Testa, who teaches children how to build their
own musical instruments (over 60) with the creative recycling
of natural materials and everyday objects, and then of course
how to play them. Testa proposes a first approach to music and
sounds thanks to the many cues for soundscapes and fairy tales,
games and theatrical dramatizations. In addition to do-it-yourself
and family activities, the book is of course also a fundamental
tool for teachers and schools, and a great help to promote the
harmonious development of children and young people thanks
to the multidisciplinary work on music, body expression, creative
research and recycling of materials. The new edition is enriched
by a preface by Carlo Delfrati, one of the most famous Italian
musicologists. It is also the author’s profile with his experience
in different contexts (among his collaborations also juvenile
prisons, psychiatric hospitals, institutions for deaf-mute students
just to mention a few examples...) that deserve special attention.
Antonio Testa is producer, musician, percussionist, teacher
of music therapy and musical propaedeutics. He has always
loved doing two things: teaching children how to listen to
music, and the world of Nature. Since the early ’90s his activity
and specialization is dedicated to children and young people,
thanks to the teaching in schools and institutes of various
degrees. Together with important paediatricians, pedagogists
and professors he teaches drums-percussions, recorder, music
teaching, music therapy, ensemble music and construction of
musical instruments with recycled materials. Writer in turn of
fairy tales and music for theatrical performances, he focuses his
activity on sounds and noises of nature, sonorizations and ethnic
instruments. During the years he lived in London he had many
artistic and didactic collaborations (from Goldsmiths University
where he worked alongside Professor Phil Mullen, to teaching at
Brook Primary and S. Matthias School in Hackney; from teaching
deaf and dumb children at Oak Lodge to flute and percussion at
Berger, Millfields, Tyssen and St. John the Baptist schools).

/ BACKLIST

�he true story
of the 25 santas

�efana’s shoes

�iola and the moon

Annamaria Soldera
Yvonne Campedel

Angelo Mozzillo

A Christmas journey in the
fairy tales world with a nice
old lady and her little dog

Roberta Terracchio

21 x 27 cm | 32 pages
hardback
RIGHTS SOLD: RO

21 x 27 cm | 32 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

21 x 27 cm | 32 pages
hardback
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

�he jungle book

�uss in boots

illustrated by Filippo Barbacini

illustrated by Filippo Barbacini

�he adventures
of Pinocchio

24 x 24 cm | 40 pages
hardback
RIGHTS SOLD: RO

24 x 24 cm | 40 pages
hardback
RIGHTS SOLD: RO

Annamaria Soldera
Yvonne Campedel
The truth behind Santa
finally revealed!

A little girl, her special
grandparents and the moon

illustrated by Filippo Barbacini
24 x 24 cm | 32 pages
hardback
RIGHTS SOLD: RO
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Andy Warhol
– Serial Identity
Emma Zanella, Maurizio Vanni,
English texts by Andrew Ellis

JANUARY 2023

TEMPORARY COVER

REALIZED IN COLLABORATION
WITH MAGA MUSEUM, GALLARATE

market

. art and pop art lovers
. Warhol lovers
key selling points

. stunning images throughout
. Warhol is among the most known and loved
artists
. bilingual Italian/English, English texts by
Andrew Ellis
. translatable from English
book

Painter, illustrator, sculptor, screenwriter, film
and tv producer, director, cinematographer
photography and actor himself, a figure who
radically changed the way we see and perceive our
world: Andy Warhol is one of the most important
protagonists of Pop Art and contemporary world
culture. One of those artists born to make history

size

17 x 24 cm

extent
format

350 pages
Hardcover

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Art / Pop Art / Warhol

Emma Zanella, art historian,
museologist, museum director / Maurizio
Vanni, art historian and museologist

author

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

and to remain in it, always ready to question the social and cultural
balances of a place at a given historical moment.
With more than 130 works, the book brings the reader closer to
understanding one of the most influential and complex personalities
who worked in the second half of the 20th century, and above all
to grasping the continuous evolution of his identity, manifested in
New York, a city in constant change.
Serial Identity thus recounts the entire reflection of the artist, whose
entire oeuvre is a question of changing identity, fluidity, an exasperated
taste for disguise, the non-acceptance of one's personal appearance
and a perennial desire for transformation. Andy Warhol was able
to blend different languages, disseminating high-impact aesthetic
ideas of an often desecrating nature, opening up to contaminations
between drawing, painting, photography, serigraphy, readymades,
cinema and music as a genuine and courageous experimenter.
From the very early 1960s he began producing works with the
process of the photographic silkscreen matrix: seriality allows
Warhol to unload the value unrepeatable value of the work of art,
the subject is repeated as an object.

Diamonds Rubies
and Emeralds
The language of jewellery
in Uffizi paintings

REALIZED IN COLLABORATION
WITH THE UFFIZI GALLERIES,
FLORENCE

market

. art and art history lovers
. jewellery lovers
. Florence and Uffizi Museum lovers
key selling points

. stunning paintings and images throughout
. very fascinating topic
. worldwide artists’ selection
. Over 250 images of works and objects from
the most important Museums around the
world
book

From Artemisia Gentileschi to Goya, from
Botticelli to Titian via Giotto and many others...
There is a language of jewellery wich artists draw
on, reproducing jewellery with characteristics that
reflect their culture, sensitivity and the needs of the
of the client.
Here is an unprecedented investigation into the
language of jewellery, conducted through a very
rich selection of works from the 15th to the 18th
century, housed in the Uffizi Galleries and beyond.

size

25 x 30 cm

extent
format

272 pages
Hardcover in half cloth

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
category

Art / Paintings / Jewellery

wordcount

70K words

Silvia Malaguzzi, university professor
and curator

author

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

TEMPORARY COVER

Silvia Malaguzzi

In the paintings chosen for the book, it is precisely jewellery is
always the key of the iconography: the gems depicted in the portraits
recall the values of the protagonists through elegant symbolism, and
the jewellery (always documented) shows an execution traceable to
precise places and precise environments, so much so as to connect
closely with the identity of the wearer.
Jewellery also tells endless stories. A secret universe of narratives
lies, in fact, behind the ornaments inserted by artists of all ages in
their masterpieces: nothing is accidental in their meaning, their
symbolic value is very strong.
Divided into 7 thematic chapters, this book is a true journey into
beauty.
Over 250 images of works and objects from the most important
Museums around the world, including: British Museum, Victoria
& Albert Museum, Staatliche Museen - Berlin, Louvre, National
Gallery - Melbourne, National Gallery - Washington, Metropolitan,
Prado, Vatican Museums, Kunsthistorisches - Vienna, Uffizi
Galleries, Naples Archaeological Museum, National Roman
Museum, Pinacoteca di Brera etc.
Among the artists: Allori, Botticelli, Bronzino, Caravaggio, Dürer,
Gentile da Fabriano, Ghirlandaio, Giotto, Goya, Lotto, Mantegna,
Masaccio, Piero della Francesca, Pollaiolo, Raphael, Rubens,
Sustermans, Titian, Van Dyck etc.

The animal
conference
Natural selection of Japanese
design

Edited by Rossella Menegazzo
and Kitazawa Eishi
REALIZED IN COLLABORATION
WITH THE INSTITUTE OF JAPANESE
CULTURE IN ROME

market

book

. graphic, communication and design lovers
. Japan and Far East lovers
. Passionates of animals and nature
. students and art collectors
key selling points

. extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics
. stunning graphic production displayed
. very important and reknown artists
. enviroment and animal’s love is
a contemporary great topic
. posters as a very special communication tools
with an own market

22 masters of Japanese graphics and 103 posters from the 1960s to
the present day tell for the first time communication through the
subject of animals. Posters for art exhibitions and events, for social
campaigns and environmental awareness campaigns, but also for
private brands and public institutions, over time have repeatedly
used the animal subject to reach the public and customers.
However, the style and modalities are far from homogeneous and
express technical changes over time that have taken place within
graphics, as well as the imagination and creativity of each graphic
designer.
What emerges is a collection of animals expressed through pictorial
techniques and linked drawing, childlike and fanciful, hybrid and
imaginary, photographic or digital, ironic and parodistic depending
on the use, commission and style of each designer.
Works by: Aoba Masuteru, Awazu Kiyoshi, Fukuda Shigeo,
Hosoya Gan, Inoue Tsuguya, Kasai Kaoru, Kawaguchi Yōichirō,
K2, Kojima Ryōhei, Matsui Keizō, Matsunaga Shin, Nagai Hiroaki,
Nagai Kazufumi, Nagai Kazumasa, Okumura Yukimasa, Satō
Kōichi, Satoh Taku, Shinmura Norito, Tanaami Keiichi, Tanaka
Ikkō, U.G. Satō, Wada Makoto.

22 x 28 cm

21

Shinmura Norito
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Someone’s Trash is His House /Kirei ni suru senzai ga, umi wo yogoshiteiru

Nagai Hiroaki ha disegnato il poster «Jan Fabre Exhibition» (2001) per la mostra di Jan Fabre, il pronipote
di Jean-Henri Fabre, autore di Fabre’s Book of Insects. Il
poster per la campagna di comunicazione presenta una
scultura di Jan Fabre fatta di una moltitudine di scarabei che diventa abito. Mentre l’altro manifesto, «Jan Fabre Exhibition» (2001), crea con una miriade di caratteri
tipografici aggregati il nome di Jan Fabre in una composizione piena di energia. Si dice che gli insetti rap-

1998 | Yamaguchi Prefecture Fishing Federation. Fotografia: Ko Hosokakawa; copia: Masakazu Nifuji | 72,8 × 103 cm | stampa offset

Art / Design/ Exhibition Catalogue

Quando si tratta di umorismo, divertimento e illusioni ottiche, non si può non fare riferimento al designer
Fukuda Shigeo (1932-2009), le cui composizioni hanno
sempre proposto una visione universale che trascendeva le barriere linguistiche con disegni semplicissimi
e immediati. Fukuda è stato influenzato dal lavoro di
Bruno Munari che ha portato al mondo l’importanza
del “gioco” nel design. «Think Japan» (1987) è un’opera
ingannevole, che combina forme semplificate all’arte

Matsunaga Shin (1940- ), designer tra i grandi nomi che
hanno ereditato lo spirito del design di Kamekura Yūsaku e Tanaka Ikkō, si è preso a cuore profondamente il
tema del degrado ambientale nel mondo. I due manifesti intitolati “CREAK” (2012) sono di avvertimento contro la distruzione dell’ambiente, con il forte messaggio
che “la terra non appartiene a nessuno”(The earth, belonging to nobody). I due manifesti «Freaks Exhibition
by Shin Matsunaga» (1995) e «Freaks by Shin Matsunaga
77» (2017) puntano sul gioco, sulla stranezza, sul nonsense e un umorismo infantile, mostrando allo stesso
tempo il profondo amore di Matsunaga per gli animali.

Shinmura Norito

Anche gran parte dell’attività di U. G. Satō (1936 - ) si è
concentrata sui temi della pace e dell’ambiente utilizzando come filo conduttore dei suoi progetti l’umorismo, il divertimento, l’illusione ottica. Nel poster con
il motivo della tigre «Preserve the Natural Heritage»
(1998), le striature della tigre sono in realtà le impronte
di una mano umana, ma non si capisce se si tratta di una
mano che protegge la tigre o di una mano che la cattura;
tutta l’immagine è costruita ironicamente e attraverso
un gioco ottico.

Fishes in the Sea Are Nurtured by the Forest / Umi no sakana ha, mori ni sodaterareru

Full-color illustrations

Il manifesto di Nagai Kazumasa (1961- ) per il parco
divertimenti Toshimaen (1996) è un altro poster umoristico il cui messaggio dice: “Buoni discorsi arrivano
da Toshimaen!”. Si tratta della resa grafica di un proverbio giapponese “Un’anatra viene portando un porro
sulla schiena” (Kamonegi), che significa “qualcuno che
ci fa comodo, come un’anatra che porta un porro sulla
schiena”. In inglese si esprime un concetto simile con
il detto: “Turkeys voting for Thanksgiving” (Il tacchino
che vota per il giorno del Ringraziamento).

1998 | Yamaguchi Prefecture Fishing Federation. Fotografia: Ko Hosokakawa; copia: Masakazu Nifuji | 103 × 72,8 cm | stampa offset

Gli «Hiroshima Appeals» sono poster contro il nucleare e contro la guerra, ma Aoba Masuteru (1939-2011)
ha fatto lo stesso con i suoi poster, inviando al mondo
messaggi sulla pace e sull’ambiente, collegando società
e design. I due manifesti con il tema delle colombe, “Peace is Fragile” (1981) e “Peace, be Heard” (1981), sono
rappresentazioni semplici ma di grande impatto, infatti in questi tempi turbolenti, il messaggio di Aoba sta
riconquistando i cuori di molte persone, trascendendo
lingua e i confini.

throughout
category

Nagai Hiroaki Jan Fabre Exhibition / Jan Faburu ten

Anche Matsui Keizō (1946 - ) in «OK Moon Colour»
(1998) ha ripreso il tema del bombardamento atomico
e ha espresso il suo desiderio di pace paragonando le
“nuvole a fungo” dell’esplosione e la “pioggia nera” che
ne conseguì a bellissime meduse che nuotano nel mare.
Le creature di quest’opera di Matsui irradiano diversi
colori come prismi di luce riflessi da gioielli levigati.

Paperback with falps

illustrations

dell’illusione ottica, riprendendo il motivo caricaturale
del coniglio del rotolo illustrato Chōjū-giga, che si ritiene essere il manga più antico del Giappone.
Un poster che esprime umorismo e ironia universali è
quello disegnato da Hosoya Gan (1935 - ) “Exhibition of
Kono Takashi : Modernist of the Showa Era 1906-1999”
(2003), in cui riprende alcune parti delle immagini del
poster di Kono del 1953 “Japan the Cowardly Covered
Up” (Giappone vigliacco coperto). La bandiera nazionale è inserita nella figura di un pesce per esprimere il
rapporto tra gli Stati Uniti e il Giappone a quell’epoca,
ed è un messaggio visivo ancora attuale, dato che il piccolo pesce, cioè il Giappone, è protetto metaforicamente dagli Stati Uniti, che sono lo squalo.
2001 | Marugame Genichiro-Inokuma Museum of Contemporary Art.
Design: Naoki Ōtake; copy: Daisaku Fujiwara | 145,6 × 103 cm | stampa offset

format

ria da non dimenticare” (Wasurete wa ikenai monogatari)
proposto attraverso libri illustrati, saggi, programmi
televisivi, film d’animazione, il video delle “War Fairy
Tales” (sensō dōwa) di Akiyuki Nosaka, live painting, ecc.
allo scopo di mandare un messaggio di pace e amore al
mondo. Il manifesto di K2 “Hiroshima Appeals” (2010)
ha come fulcro questo pensiero: “i cani sono arrabbiati
per l’egoismo degli umani e il loro atteggiamento come
se fossero padroni del mondo”.

128 pages

Matsui Keizō “OK Moon Color” (Paper Promotion)

extent

1998 | Musa | 103 × 72,8 cm | stampa offset

size

88

89

/ Japan
wordcount

60K words

Rossella Menegazzo, art historian,
lecturer and curator / Kitazawa Eishi, designer
curator
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102

Wada Makoto

Tsumagoi Kogen Golf Course

1999 | Tsumagoi Kogen Golf Course. Illustrazione: Makoto Wada; Art Direction, design: Gan Hosoya | 103 × 72,8 cm | stampa offset

Wada Makoto

Minakami Kogen Golf Course

29

1999 | Minakami Kogen Golf Course Illustrazione: Makoto Wada; Art Direction, design: Gan Hosoya | 103 × 72,8 cm | stampa offset

Nagai Kazumasa

JAPAN [Rana]

1988 | Japan Graphic Design Association (JAGDA) | 103 × 73 cm | serigrafia

Nagai Kazumasa

JAPAN [Tartaruga marina],

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

1988 | Japan Graphic Design Association (JAGDA) | 103 × 73 cm | serigrafia

author
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Treasures of the
map Terrace
in the Uffizi
Edited by Anna Bisceglia,
Antonio Godoli, Daniela Smalzi,
Cristiana Todaro

market

. art and art history lovers
. Florence and Uffizi Museum lovers
. people interested in Renaissence
key selling points

. original and edited EN written texts available
for translation
. ad-hoc stunning photographic campaign
book

The Uffizi Map Terrace is located in the east wing
on the second floor of the complex designed by
Giorgio Vasari. Facing the Basilica of Santa Croce
and the Arno River, it is close to the Tribune and
its north side is adjacent to the former Medici
Theater by Bernardo Buontalenti. The room is
part of the gallery’s original core and even today
it maintains its importance as a late sixteenthcentury space—seeming like a terrace with a roof
and columns. The murals of the maps of the Grand
Duchy of Tuscany were created in 1588–1589
by Stefano Bonsignori and painted by Ludovico
Buti, while the wooden ceiling is decorated with
canvases by Jacopo Zucchi that Ferdinando I

size

25 x 30 cm

extent

360 colour pages

Hardcover in half cloth
Double pages with hinged opening
in the middle of the book
format

illustrations

Full-color photos
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Art

ENGLISH EDITION AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

ordered brought to the Uffizi 1588 from Palazzo Firenze, his Rome
residence.
This book, written at the conclusion of the restorations that
brought back to light the terrace’s stylistic qualities and technical
peculiarities, is an account of how and why it came into being,
the history of the collections it housed over the centuries, and the
events that transpired during that time, leading to the achievement
of the goals presented here.
Essays by: Eike Schmidt, Daniela Smalzi, Anna Bisceglia, Gloria
Antoni, Leonardo Rombai, Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi, Mauro Bondioli,
Filippo Camerota, Walter Cupperi, Fabrizio Paolucci, Daniela Parenti,
Antonio Godoli, Cristiana Todaro, Paolo Bensi, Andrea Vigna, Anna
Medori, Sara di Gregorio, Samantha Gradi, Ottaviano Caruso, Chiara
Rossi Scarzanella, Lucia e Andrea Dori, Laura Caria, Miriam Fiocca,
Lorenzo Conti, Luisa Landi, Chiara Mignani, Debora Minotti, Daniela
Lippi, Sandra Pucci, Manola Bernini, Giovanni Gualdani, Elisa Millacci,
Hiromi Yamada. Photos by Antonio Quattrone

Japan: from
drawing to design
From illustrated Meiji books
to contemporary art posters

Rossella Menegazzo,
Eleonora Lanza
A JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY
THROUGH THE ANCIENT ART OF
JAPANESE DECORATION

book

market

. art and design lovers
. Japan and Far East lovers
. Passionates of publishing history,
graphic and design traditions
and visual culture studies
. students and art collectors
key selling points

. extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics
. Unsodo publisher in Kyoto is still in activity
. high value collection of antique books
. important Meiji age artists included
. wonderful antique japanese handicraft
production

size

23 x 30 cm

extent
format

240 pages
paperback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
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Exhibition Catalogue / Japan
category

wordcount 51K words about

Rossella Menegazzo, art historian,
lecturer and curator / Eleonora Lanza,
researcher and scholar of oriental art
authors

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

Here is an extraordinary overview of Japanese graphics as told
through both the decorative motifs - some of which are signed
by well-known artists of great historical and artistic interest created to inspire the handicraft production of the period (fabrics,
fans, vases and objects of various kinds) and through a review of
contemporary art posters.
The decorative motifs were all collected and published between
1890 and 1908 (the Meiji era) by Unsodo, well-known publisher in
Kyoto who is still in business today, and create a collection of antique
books of great value, displayed for the first time in the exhibition in its
entirety. Among the most important artists published are the names of
Kamisaka Sekka, Furuya Kōrin, Kōno Bairei and Takeuchi Seihō...
The books in the collection were printed using the silographic technique
(printing from a wooden matrix) in polychromy also with the use of
metallic colours (gold and silver) or with black ink alone. Specimens
for editions from the same year are held in major museums around the
world, such as the Metropolitan the Metropolitan Museum in New
York, the Freer|Sackler Library in Washington D.C., the Museum of
Fine Arts in Boston and Houston.

Masks
Patrizia Foglia
Patrizia Albé
ITALIAN COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE
CHARACTERS AND COSTUMES
IN THE GRAPHICS BETWEEN
SEVENTEENTH AND NINETEENTH
CENTURIES
market

. art lovers
. graphics lovers
. masks, costume and theatre lovers
. Carnival lovers
key selling points

. a stunning unpublished collection
of more than 300 images
. a different glance into Italian tradition
. perfect gift book
. historical and artistic study of the image of
the mask along three centuries and through
different techniques and graphic expressions,
from engraving to chromolithography
book

The mask has always been a ritual, a magical
element, a tool for concealing one's identity, for
hiding the darker sides of one's soul by taking
possession of another's clothes.
The mask is passion, fantasy, satire at the service

size

24 x 28 cm

extent

272 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations

throughout
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/ Advertising
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wordcount
author

87K words

Patrizia Foglia, engraving historian

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

of politics, the expression of the soul of a people, the emblem of
a society, an object of worship, one of the most captivating iconographic
motifs that transcends time and fashion.
The book offers a rich journey through the graphic production with
the mask as its subject: engravings, affiches, figurines, illustrations
from periodicals and books, produced between the 16th and 20th
centuries, give life to a history through images of the Commedia
dell'arte and masks in general, a history "to be watched" with a dual
theatrical and cultural value.
An extraordinary variety of faces, scenic locations, depictions of
squares with Carnival celebrations’ scenes and masks festivities;
subjects that offer the opportunity to dwell on the link between
Commedia dell’Arte and Carnival, between the masks of Comedy
and the masks of the most
representative secular and outrageous celebration, that adopted the
best-known theater’s characters making their own and generating
new ones.
The book also reviews the abundant field of satirical and humorous
magazines closer to us in time, finding their roots in the eighteenth
century, when the masks became an instrument of political satire
and in the illustrations that made the fortune of many nineteenthcentury newspapers.

494 Bauhaus
in the feminine
475 female students, 11 lecturers,
6 women around Gropius,
1 manager, 1 photographer

Anty Pansera
Infographic by Maria Teresa Chirico
ALL THE BAUHAUS "GIRLS", THE
BAUHAUSMÄDELS, FOR THE VERY
FIRST TIME IN A BOOK THAT
COLLECTS AND REVEALS THEIR
LIVES AND WORKS
market

. biographies lovers
. art and design passionates
. people interested in feminist
and gender issues
. design students
key selling points

. a stunning unpublished reserach that collects
and present all of the women for the first time
. a fascinating glance into life and atmospheare
of the time and the Academy
. an unexpected kaleidoscope of biographical
and artistic events
. Bauhaus backstage
book

This is not only a precise archival research and
a historical-critical analysis of the “girls” who
frequented and marked the Bauhaus with their
presence: it is also a fundamental piece that is added
to the mosaic of a historical theme that is still of

size

16 x 23 cm

extent

300 pages

format

paperback

illustrations
category

b/w images

Biography / Design / Essay

wordcount 106K words

Anty Pansera, design historian
and critic
author

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

burning current interest, such as gender inequality in the artisticcreative field.
So, the author researches and portrays here ALL 494 women and
their - sometimes incredible - personal as well as artistic stories,
removing the lesser-known from oblivion and returning their
participatory and unpublished biographies.
In reading the novel of these lives, Anty Pansera’s prose succeeds in
involving the reader, transporting him or her into the fascinating
life inside the Academy where students lived with masters of the
calibre of Gropius, van der Rohe, Kandinskij, Klee, and their free
time was shared between parties, readings, political discussions, love
stories, exhibitions, dance performances and music (the Academy
had its own orchestra); In the background, of course, was the tragic
rise of Nazism which led to the closure of the Academy, the ban on
artists practising, and which forced many of the women (more than
14% were of Jewish origin) to flee and exile, when not to death in
concentration camps.
It will be incredible to read about Lisbeth Oestreicher, a modern
Penelope who managed to save herself in the concentration
camp by delaying the completion of knitwear made for the camp
commandant’s lover. Or Edith Suschitzky, who joined the Austrian
Communist Party and became a secret agent of the Soviet Union
(her activity in recruiting the so-called “Cambridge Spy Circle” was
decisive) and attended a photography course in Dessau in 1929-1930.
Here they are, the Bauhaus girls, the Bauhausmädels: behind each
of them there are different stories, all united by the determination
to find their own way in sectors that were previously inaccessible,
developing happily “modern” languages: weaving but also
photography, architecture, printing, bookbinding, wall painting,
carpentry, glass and/or woodworking, advertising graphics. Women
who are certainly autonomous and independent, even if in many
cases they have remained in the shadows for too long, perhaps of
a more famous husband or colleague, and now finally rediscovered.

Leonardo’s Ermine
Twelve tales of animals
between art and nature

Martina Corgnati,
Ananda Banerjee
A JOURNEY INTO THE FASCINATING
TERRITORY WHERE ART AND NATURE
MEET: A TOUR OF THE WORLD IN
TWELVE MASTERPIECES

market

. art and art history lovers
. animals and nature lovers
. people caring for enviroment and animals
extinction risks
. everybody who loves to discover more
about art masterpieces and secrets on how
they had been created
key selling points

. 12 absolute masterpieces
of great artsist: from Leonardo to Frida Khalo,
from anicient to contemporary art.
. the only book that combines both artistic
and ethologist/ecological approach
in unique overview
. very fluid prose that captures the reader
and completely illustrated with stunning
images

size

15 x 22 cm

extent

200 pages

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations
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Ananda Banerjee’s textes are EN written
authors

Martina Corgnati, art historian,

lecturer and curator / Ananda Banerjee,
journalist, naturalist and graphic artist
RIGHTS SOLD: RU
UNDER NEGOTIATION: S. CHINESE

book

12 animals observed in their artistic representation by Martina
Corgnati, and in their actual presence in the natural environment
and in some fundamental ecological elements by Ananda Banerjee.
Their stories are told in simple and exciting language, intentionally
open to non-specialists and aimed above all at lovers of nature and
art - or both: short, curious and compelling pictures, though always
impeccably documented and illustrated.
From the giraffe faithfully depicted by Piero di Cosimo in the Stories of
Vulcan and Aeolus (Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada) to Albrecht
Dürer’s Rhinoceros (1515); from the lion painted by Giotto in a corner
of the Scrovegni Chapel (Padua), to the ermine of Leonardo da Vinci’s
Lady of the same name (Hermitage); from the Ustad Masur’s dodo
and Frida Kahlo’s parrots: the selection briefly traces the history of
art from Late Antiquity to the 20th century, looking at completely
different environments and issues, including, in part, the relationship
between man and animal and its changes over time.
So the animals chosen, some of the most iconic in the history of
art, also play a crucial role in the current perspectives on nature
conservation and protection.

Match point
Challenges, champions
and moments that changed
sport

Texts by Dario Ricci
illustrations by Daniele Simonelli
BECAUSE NOTHING LIKE SPORT
MANAGES TO PERFECTLY INTERPRET
THAT BOUNDARY BETWEEN LIFE
AND DEATH, SUCCESS AND DEFEAT,
ECSTASY AND DEPRESSION…
market

. sport lovers
. Olympic games lovers
. everyone passionate about challenges,
competitions and epic features
key selling points

. 2021 is an Olympic year
. Greatest champions an challenges from allover
the world and from the past to nowadays
. Fast and entertaining prose
. 20 sports included (+2 paralympic sports):
from tennis to chess, from volley to boxe.
. both men and women / individual and team
matches
book

Here are 30 sports stories, told by the unmistakable
voice of Dario Ricci in their epic and challenging

size

16 x 23 cm
288 pages

extent

format

paperback

illustrations
category

10 Full-color illustrations

Essay/Sport/Olympics

wordcount 94K words

Dario Ricci, sports journalist
and radio host
author

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

dimension. 30 moments that have changed the history of sport
thanks to the incredible and sometimes unexpected performances
of great champions (but not only), thanks to tenacity, preparation
and dedication. Moments in which choices of heart or tactics have
determined the outcome of unforgettable matches, the overturning of
"already decided" games or the achievement of new records. Stories
of men and women who fought in team or individual matches, or
who challenged themselves to achieve lifelong goals. From the famous
challenge between Senna and Prost, to the one between Kasparov
and Computer (chess), passing through Jonny Wilkinson̕s drop at
the Rugby World Cup in 2003: Dario Ricci weaves the threads of a
rhythmic narrative capable of giving the reader full-blown portraits
of sports stars who become in some cases - Vera Caslavska or Cathy
Freeman to name but a couple of them - even icons of socio-political
redemption. Thus the precious collection of moments chosen by the
author tells more than just the sporting dimension: it has to do with
the very essence of life.

An apple a day
World proverbs in the mirror

Michela Tartaglia,
illustrations by Daniele Simonelli
A SMALL ANTHOLOGY TO DISCOVER
PROVERBS AND THEIR REFLECTIONS
IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
market

. travel and language lovers
. people leaving far from home
. people interested in exploring other cultures
. illustration lovers and curious people
key selling points

. 4 languages among the most spoken:
IT - EN - FR - ES
. stunning illustrations
. large overview on popular cultures
. over 25 cases: guide/glossary use
. specific context and use explanation
for each proverb

book

A book for all those in love with languages and popular culture, for
the curious and for all those who live in a country other than their
own and wish to feel a little more at home, entering better into the
meanders of a second language. Beautifully illustrated by Daniele
Simonelli, the proverbs of four languages are mirrored here:
Italian, English, French and Spanish. First of all, it is interesting
and surprising to note that some concepts need to be expressed
everywhere, without distinction of territory or language, and
therefore they are not exclusive to their own specific culture but
are, in fact, common. And, of course, even more intriguing is to
discover how these expressions cross with their counterparts: cases
of perfect identity in the 4 languages (as in the case of An apple a
day keeps the doctor away) are alternated with those in which the
same idea is given with four different metaphors (as in the case of
It’s raining cats and dogs) or even with other hybrids in which some
languages use the same image while others don̕t.
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italian o / e s pañ o l / fran ç ais

english

15 x 19 cm
extent 128 pages
size

format

hardback

illustrations

Full-color illustrations
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Non è l’abito
che fa
il monaco

RIGHTS SOLD: DE

El hábito
no hace
al monje
[L'abito non fa il monaco]

L’habit
ne fait pas
le moine

You can't judge a book
by its cover
[Non puoi giudicare un libro dalla sua copertina]
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Places where
I have eaten well
(actually very well)
A GOURMET DIARY WITH MANY BON
TON TIPS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
EVERY OCCASION

market

book

. food and restaurant lovers
. diary and writing lovers
. people willing to keep memory of special
occasions and places
. people loving order
key selling points

. space for 80 personal places
. final thematic indexes
. space for personal notes
. overview on most important bon ton
suggestions
. food specific bon ton section

size

15 x 19 cm

extent

176 pages

hardback
tissue bookmark
format

illustrations
category

bw illustrations

Food / Restaurants / Diary

AVAILABLE RIGHTS: WORLD

To always remember - and be able to share! - where was that little
place where you celebrated with an important person, what was the
speciality of that ideal restaurant for business dinners or even how
much you spent that time you ate admiring the perfect sunset. Thi is
a personal gourmet guide to note down impressions and evaluations
of gastronomic experiences not to be forgotten.
In this personal archive, further to contact details, the location sheets
help you with plenty of space to note down in detail the menu, how
the cellar was, who accompanied you, the cost, the service and many
other important information such as the presence of parking, the
policy towards animals, cleanliness and, of course, your final rating.
And that's not all: a small bon ton and practical advices to help you
cope with every situation, an overview of the best-known gourmet
guides on the market, thematic indexes to share your favourite places.
Everything at your fingertips!
From street food to haute cuisine: forget business cards, flying notes
and online researches and create your own Micheline guide to update
meal after meal, place after place.

Recipes
I’m great at
(really great)
A COOKING DIARY WITH MANY TIPS
AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ART OF
THE TABLE AND MUCH MORE

market

. cooking lovers
. diary and writing lovers
. people willing to keep memory of special
recipes and family ones
. people loving order
book

This is the first cookbook signed by you. A cookbook to boost your
inventiveness. You can write and share recipes, menus, gourmet
ideas, mise en place and your little culinary secrets, day by day.
All using a key ingredient: your creativity! With this book your
culinary passion becomes a book, your one-of-a-kind custom book.
It is very easy to compose your cookbook:

key selling points

. space for 80 personal recipes
. menus specific section and final index
. space for notes on friends and family tastes
. overview on kitchen tools, cooking battery,
wine glasses, guest sitting standards and mise
en place
. cooking conversion section, fruit and
vegetables seasonal chart, food calories chart
and tips for selecting and preserving poultry,
meat, fish and eggs

26.

size

27.

28.

1) set a topic for each chapter
2) write your recipes on the dedicated pages
3) name your culinary creations, number them and write them in
the final index.
The Cooking notes will help you with preparing your recipes and
creating original Menus to be written in the relevant section.
You’ll amaze your guests with a perfect mise en place following
the suggestions of the Art of the table section and please the most
discerned palates writing their tastes and preferences in special sheets.
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